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Before he founded ECRU Studio, Chen worked in 
the music industry for quite a few years. How-
ever, he wasn’t able to just shake off his other 
great passion, design, and in 2014 he opened 
an antique shop in his hometown Taipei. He 

took care of the interior design himself and received high 
praise for it, resulting in many requests for commercial 
projects that followed shortly afterwards. Yet it still took 
some years before a real design studio was formed. ‘Back 
then, we didn’t have a name for the company, not even an 
office. We discussed our designs in cafes or at my antique 
store,’ Chen tells us. Last year, ECRU Studio was officially 
established and its founder now works with a small team 
of designers, architects and decorators. He admits that 
they are still looking for their specific style and that he 
relies heavily on his team’s input. Nevertheless, what they 
have achieved so far looks very promising and that is why 
we are happy to share their work here.  

ECRU STUDIO
Linking their projects to a certain style is not easy, nor 
is it the goal of this Taiwanese design studio. Rather, it’s 
important to share what they stand for, which is pure and 
honest design that always strikes a balance between clas-
sic and modern elements. To get to know them better, we 
talked to the founder. Jin Chen tells us more about the 
creation of ECRU, his sources of inspiration and the future 
he has in mind for the studio.  

WHAT ROLE DID ART AND DESIGN PLAY IN 
YOUR EARLY YEARS?
‘I have always loved two things since I was a kid: music 
and space. I started to learn the piano and the guitar when 
I was 12. From ages 18 to 27 I worked behind the scenes 
in the music industry. Since elementary school when all 
the other kids were reading comic books, I started order-
ing interior design books from other countries. Starting 
from my senior year in high school, I often solo-travelled 
to see the beautiful spaces of my favourite designers and 
architects in person.’

WHICH OTHER DESIGNERS DO YOU LOOK UP 
TO AND WHY?
‘We prefer essential things, such as the primitive and pu-
rity of Axel Vervoordt, the minimalism of Vincent Van 
Duysen and John Pawson. These artists all have a great influence on 
us. Furnishing and artworks are areas that we are passionate about 
and value. Atelier AM, Pierre Yovanovitch and Giancarlo Valle are 
also designers that we deeply admire and who utilise furniture and 
art to the max and even create amazing furniture themselves. We 
also appreciate the designers from back in the fifties and sixties who 
focussed on designing furniture, such as Jean-Michel Frank, Pierre 
Chapo and Jean Royère.’

WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST ‘WOW’ EXPERIENCE WITH ARCHI-
TECTURE OR DESIGN?
‘At the age of 18, I visited the St. Mary’s Cathedral in Tokyo by archi-
tect Kenzo Tange for the first time. The mottled concrete wall, the 
geometric ceiling shape, the scattered sky lights and the interlaced 
light and shadow. They are all primitive, sacred and solemn. Even 
until now, when travelling to Tokyo, I will always squeeze time in to 
visit the cathedral.’ Im
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With a combination of primitive and contem-
porary designs, Jin Chen of ƞƜƫƮ Studio creates 
timeless interiors in which materiality plays an 
important role. The Taiwanese designer 
was able to turn his passion for antiques 
into a success story.
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WHAT DOES THE NAME ‘ECRU’ 
STAND FOR?
‘It means ‘beige’ in French, which is a very 
neutral colour. It’s a bit primitive, dirty and 
imperfect. However, it contains great possi-
bilities and tolerance. This is the state I hope 
we can achieve in our designs as well.’

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR 
STYLE?
‘Timeless, between primitive and modern.  
I would also describe my style as finding the 
balance within a conflict.’

WHAT IS YOUR DESIGN PHILOSO-
PHY?
‘My personality and preferences are contra-
dictory and conflicting. I guess this reflects 
the design philosophy of my studio. Our de-
sign is primitive and fusion. We emphasise 
the proportion of the material itself with the 
design, and not by adding complicated and 
fancy designs. We try to find the balance in 
conflict, and the stability in the bold when 
it comes to soft decorations and customised 
furniture.’

WHO OR WHAT INSPIRES YOU?
‘I collect works of different styles of interior 
designs and architecture. Artists give me 
great inspirations, as well as books, movies 
and my colleagues.’ 

WHAT DO YOU STILL HOPE TO 
ACHIEVE WITH ECRU STUDIO?
‘In our first few years, I hope to boldly ex-
plore and try different aspects with my col-
leagues. I do not wish that we shape ourselves 
too soon, not until we find the most suitable 
right path. Perhaps it is only when we find 
our own style, we will step into our next 
stage. However, we might never be shaped 
and continuously try new things. I think this 
is something quite interesting. Furniture de-
sign and artistic creation are areas that I per-
sonally look forward to developing.

I always thought that I can never design any-
thing alone. Therefore, teamwork is very im-
portant. Future new members of ECRU will 
all influence our development. This is some-
thing I look forward to.’

T HOUSE
There is a recent realisation of ECRU Studio 
that we would like to put in the spotlight 
here. This 150 square metre house is situat-
ed on a mountain not far from the financial 
district of Taipei. The assignment given by 
the client (a female director who Jin Chen 
has known for years) was clear: ‘It had to be 
bright, minimal and primitive, but also chic.’ 
That’s why Chen chose beige as the main  
colour to connect the floors, walls and ceil-
ings. This palette was complemented by ma-
terials such as limewash paint, travertine and 
walnut, which give the whole an intriguing 
and luxurious look, while maintaining the 
stylish balance of the interior. The rather 
minimalist and classic base is combined with 
modern and organic elements such as the 
cylinder fireplace and the main light in the 
living room ‘that seems to be grown from the 
ceiling’, as the designer explains. 

T House was also the first residential project 
of Chen and his team. The designer tells us 
that it was a nice challenge to try out other 

combinations and materials and to decorate 
the house with pieces of furniture and deco-
ration of different styles and periods. We see 
several vintage pieces by Børge Morgensen, 
Giancarlo Piretti, Pierre Chapo and Ingvar 
Hildingsson among others, next to more 
modern designs. Some custom-made items 
have also been added. The Taiwanese brand 
Undercurrent Objects created a pair of wall 
lamps in plaster and the hand folded alumin-
ium artwork that hangs above the fireplace. 
ECRU Studio also collaborated with local fur-
niture company Liipo Studio from Taiwan, 
known for its beautiful handmade wooden 
furniture, for the coffee table that attracts our 
attention in the centre of the living room. By 
the way, some of the paintings are by a col-
league of Chen’s at Delicate Antique. 

The result is indeed a nicely balanced whole 
that radiates purity and honesty. We are al-
ready looking forward to see more of the un-
doubtedly equally fascinating projects that 
Jin Chen will be realising with ECRU Studio 
in the years to come.  (Text: Eline De Mont)


